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LOCAL RADIO NEWS COVERAGE:
Ozarks at Large is produced by KUAF 91.3 FM, the NPR affiliate station at the University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville. Jacqueline Froelich is the NPR reporter for KUAF and Kyle Kellams is KUAF
news director. We could not upload these articles but here are URLs with annotation of content:

Ozarks at Large, February 25, 2016, Kyle Kellams reporting

http://kuaf.com/post/federal-agencies-industrial-hog-farm-near-buffalo-river-poses-noenvironmentalimpacts#stream/0
After exhausting administrative remedies, the Buffalo River Coalition (BRWA, the Ozark Society,
Earth Justice, the Arkansas Canoe Club and the National Parks Conservation Association) in 2013
sued the USDA Small Business Administration (SBA) and Farm Bureau (FB), the two federal
agencies that guaranteed the multi-million dollar loan to finance construction of C&H swine CAFO,
for deficiencies in the first Environmental Assessment (EA) that failed to acknowledge presence of
karst topography underneath the CAFO. The judge ordered a second EA.
• Mr. Kellams reports that the second EA returned the same “no significant impact” finding as the
first one.
• Although the second EA again failed to address karst, it terminated the lawsuit.
• Earth Justice attorney Hannah Chang states that, because the CAFO sits on karst, the question
is not whether the swine waste reaches the Buffalo River, but where the flow paths will be.

Ozarks at Large, April 12, 2016, Jacqueline Froelich reporting

http://kuaf.com/post/industrial-hog-breeding-farm-impairing-environment-scientists-find
• Van Brahana presents KHBNR results to AR Academy of Sciences.
• First Science & Song event is announced.
• Director of the Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) declined to be
interviewed for this program but stated via email that her agency will look at Van Brahana's
paper after it goes thru peer review.

Ozarks at Large, May 18, 2016, Jacqueline Froelich reporting

http://kuaf.com/post/whats-beneath-controversial-newton-county-swine-cafo#stream/0
Electric Resistivity Imaging performed by Oklahoma State University and contracted by the statefunded Big Creek Research and Extension Team (BCRET) in March 2015 indicated fracturing and
possible movement of waste beneath C&H swine waste pits. BCRET did not investigate it any
further and did not mention it to ADEQ or to the Arkansas Pollution Control and Ecology
Commission (APCEC). In spring of 2016, BRWA's robust FOIA program uncovered emails between
the the OSU lead scientist and BCRET regarding the possible leakage. This discovery led to
publication of the ERI data on BRWA's website, and a day later, on BCRET's website. Both ADEQ
and the APCEC were blindsided by the new research.
Ms. Froelich interviews the OSU scientist and APCEC chair.

Ozarks at Large, June 27, 2016, Jacqueline Froelich reporting

http://kuaf.com/post/adeq-calls-independent-investigation-buffalo-river-hog-farm#stream/0
• Ms. Froelich reports on a meeting of the Arkansas Pollution Control and Ecology Commission
at which ADEQ announced it will drill a bore hole to investigate possible fracturing and movement
of waste underneath one of the C&H swine CAFO waste pits. BRWA had exerted pressure on ADEQ
to require drilling to ground truth the ERI data since uncovering emails that led to the data
revealing possible leakage in underlying karst.
• Ms. Froelich reports that this is the first time ADEQ acknowledges C&H CAFO may be situated on
fragile karst topology, and the first time ADEQ will collaborate with the Buffalo River Coalition
groups (including BRWA) that oppose the CAFO, to undertake the ground truthing.
• ADEQ director says that though C&H CAFO federal-issued permit expires in October 2016, the
CAFO will be allowed to continue operations “pending state-wide permitting technical review.”

HATCH MAG ARTICLE:
Downstream _ Hatch Magazine – Fly Fishing, etc .pdf (840.49 K)

http://www.hatchmag.com/blog/downstream/7713759
INDEPENDENT FILM MAKER INDIEGOGO PAGE:
Austin-based independent film maker Andy Sarjihani launched an Indiegogo campaign to raise
funds to finish and widely distribute his film about the impacts of C&H swine CAFO on rural
Newton County, AR. The film trailer can be viewed at this link.

https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/downstream-people-a-documentary-nature-environment#/
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